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The role of scientific theory in encouraging greater efficiency and accountability for the restoration of

threatened species populations is assessed for an endemic New Zealand reptile, the tuatara

Sphenodon spp. The value of examining assumptions underlying concepts such as 'habitat

requirements' theory and incorporating scientific principles into species recovery are discussed and

perceived habitat needs for tuatara tested through experimental application.

Species restoration in New Zealand, especially re-introductions, are typically undertaken as one-off,

non-replicated, management exercises (trials). The lack of comparative controls for trials means that

the reason for success or failure of management actions cannot be identified accurately and

therefore, cannot be used to improve the probability of success for subsequent re-introductions. Trials

also reinforce conservative re-introductions of species to habitats in which species are known to
survive, because the risk of failure is inherently lower than re-introductions to dissimilar habitats

where habitat suitability is unknown.

An alternative approach is to plan management actions as experiments. Testing the full range of
perceived habitat needs of species as experimental comparisons identifies the relative importance of
tested factors (e.g. predators, refuges) for species recovery and identifies new management

strategies (e.g. reduced level of predator control). Constructing testable hypotheses for the

environmental factors thought to affect the success of restoration projects for tuatara identifies
(among others) three factors:

1. absence of the introduced rat, the kiore (Raffus exulans)

2. presence of seabird colonies

3. presence of open canopy forest

The threat posed by kiore to established tuatara populations was investigated by determining the
existence and degree of food competition before and after an eradication program for kiore on

offshore islands. Kiore successfully out-competed tuatara for favoured food items, but the degree of
competition differed between forest types. Competition for food was greater in the early regenerating
forest than the mature forest. These data support models which propose that kiore are but one of a
number of historical and current environmental factors influencing the persistence of native fauna and
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The COmmitment shown by conservation practitioners to restoring threatened species is nothing

short of astounding. Unfortunately, the concomitant degree of biodiversig loss is also astounding.
The Draft Biodiversity Strategy for New Zealand (the Department of Conservation (DoC) & Ministry for
the Environment (MfE) 1998) merely confirms widely held beliefs that despite decades of
conservation action and specifically targeted funding, biodiversity loss continues at an ever-greater
rate' Also apparent is the inability of conservation agencies to meet even the most modest of
conservation objectives solely through government-sponsored funding. To achieve more meaningful
conservation gains will require a smarter approach to managing biodiversity, not necessarily a more
intensive or extensive approach.

Prerequisites for smarter conservation are increased efficiency and accountability of management
actions' Efficient management results from testing alternative management approaches against each
other and produces solutions which are cost-effective and which maximise conservation gains.
Accountable management relies upon correctly identifying all relevant stakeholders and incorporating
their needs into decisions when determining alternative management strategies. Moreover,
accountability requires that decision-making frameworks and subsequent actions correspond to the
quality of information available so that decisions made are morally, scientifically and socially
defensible.

The application of sound scientific principles to management actions is a key component for
assessing the success of conservation outcomes. CHAPTER ONE explores how the use of
experimental procedures in threatened species recovery can identify altemative management options
and improve the efficiency and accountability of management frameworks and decisions.

Where information of species decline is unreliable and incomplete, yet alternative options for
achieving conservation gains have not been explored or assessed, conflict between conservation
stakeholders over the most effective approach can occur. CHAPTER TWO provides the first
experimental test of dietary interactions between the endemic tuatara Sphenodon punctatus and the
introduced kiore Raffus exulans. lmpact by kiore on tuatara has long been assumed to occur but has
never been experimentally tested. The adoption of widespread eradication programmes for kiore on
islands under these assumed interactions has recently lead to conflict between New Zealand,s
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